Advanced Macroeconomics I

CRN: 11610
Course Number: 525
Department (unused): ECON
Description: Heterogeneous agent economics, investment, scrapping and firing, nonquadratic adjustment costs, financial constraints, financial intermediation, psychology of decision making under risk, optimal risk management, financial markets, consumption behavior, monetary policy, term structure of interest rates.

Instructor Name (manual entry): Ilse Lindenlaub
Fabrizio Zilibotti
Instructor(s): Ilse Lindenlaub
Fabrizio Zilibotti
Subject Code (deprecated): ECON
Subject Number (unused): ECON525
Meeting Pattern (deprecated): M/W 1:00-2:15
Term Code: 202003
Session (deprecated): 01
Syllabus Link: https://yale.instructure.com/courses/59022/assignments/syllabus

Source URL: https://economics.yale.edu/graduate/courses/525/202003